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BG MONUMENTS
Tweet @The_BG_News to tell us what you think potential students should see on Presidents Day with #seebg.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20 & TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21,2012
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Students stand against legislation

BGNEWS.COM
Chick-fil-A discussion
progresses

Resolution aims to stop the National Defense Authorization Act; students start at city council meeting
ByAI.xAluih.ff
Social Media Editor

Two weeks ago, freshman Daniel
Johnson spearheaded an antilegislation resolution at city council, lobbying against the National
Defense Authorization Act.
One provision of the NDAA
allows for the military detention of
an American citizen suspected of
terrorism without a trial.

[g

DANIEL
JOHNSON
Leader of
PANDAA

Johnson said the law is ridiculous, it rips the Bill of Rights to
shreds so easily.
Johnson, leader of the student
group People Against the National
Defense Authorization Act, asked

council to claim the act unlawful and prohibit any city official to
cooperate with a military investigation or detention of a student or
citizen.
After mulling it over for two
weeks, city officials and council
members questioned the effect the
proposed resolution would have.
Federal law supersedes state law
and state law supersedes local law,
City Attorney Michael Marsh said.
Marsh saidheassumesPANDAA's

Check out our recap of
Undergraduate Student
Government's thoughts
on the controversy related
to the fast food restaurant
after USG's meeting
Monday night.

actions are more to send a message
to the government about changing
the law.
City council doesn't have the
authority to impede the military
on an investigation, said John
Zanfardino, second ward incumbent and council president.
Zanfardino said he emailed
Johnson to better clarify his reaSeeACT|f

SPORTS

iS

Falcons beat
Morehead State

Community

The BG men's basketball team defeated
Morehead State on
Saturday, 73-60. Scott
Thomas led BG with a
career-high
28 points.
|PAGE 7

University joins city in annual Winterfest
ByChri»ti.nY.m.ll
Reporter

During the weekend, the city hosted its fourthannual "Winterfest" event, which is a celebration of the Winter season, including several
events for both members of the city and members of the University.
Event hosts included the University's Ice Arena,
the City Park and The American Red Cross, as
well as various other local businesses and organizations. Events such as ice carving demonstrations, horse and carriage rides, and winterbased games and competitions took place in
ity throughout the weekend.
J/ygatesfBH kicked off Friday night at the Clazel

CITY
Black Swamp to
transform to park
Land purchased in the
Black Swamp Reserve
will be used as a new
park and for draining
storm water.

See WINTER | Page 3

FORUM
Embrace the
suprises of life

St
CAMPUS
BRIEF
Presidents Day draws
potential students
As many high school students do not have
class, potential freshmen and transfer students,
and possibly their parents, visit campus for a
preview event on Presidents Day each year
Events on Monday will run from 9 am. to

Academic departments, residence halls
and learning communities will host open
houses. Guests can visit classes throughout
the day by following class schedules to be
provided at check-in at the Wolfe Center,
according to the Presidents Day University
site where a full schedule of events is listed
Standard 45-minute walking touts of camDisplay areas from college offices and
approximately 40 student service areas on
campus will be set up the entire preview day

student services, according to www.choose.
bgsu.edu/visit.

event.

Feb. 8.
Students, faculty and staff volunteers will
direct families to specific locations on campus
and answer questions, according to the cam-

Writing contest targets
more than 'Black History'

moments come
unexpectedly. | PAGE 4
What should the

Competition judges based on American culture as a whole

University showcase for

pus will be offered.

3:30 p.m. throughout campus and include
information sessions, tours, displays and

Thousands of guests are expectecTthis
year, according to a Campus Update sent

Columnist Tara Keller
discusses how some
of life's most defining

pus update.

Information sessions offered include
residence life, financial aid, University Honors
Program and First Year Programs
Another provided service will be art portfolio reviews from 10 am. to 12:30 p.m. for
students interested in applying to the School
of Art.

Reporter

The University Learning Commons
is currently hosting a Black History
Month writing contest and will
award the winner an Amazon
Kindle Fire.
The contest will take student submissions of any narratives, essays,
poetry and research-based writings addressing the history of the

Presidents Day?

Africana Diaspora (cultural spreading) in the Americas, as well as works
on black Americans' educational,
scientific and artistic contributions
to society.
Michelle Mensah, graduate assistant to the University Learning
Commons, began the contest to
See CONTEST | Page 5

The Union.
because its
my favorite
place to go ■•
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Pre-Spring Break Party
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24,2012
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Live on 92.5 Kiss Fm
with Boomer and DJ Manny

DUBSTEP, DRUM S BASS, CRUNK

2:33 P.M.
Kathy Sue Konrad. 46, of
Weston. Ohio, was cited for
theft/shoplifting at Walmart.
She allegedly tried to take
$29.71 m merchandise

3:54 A.M.
Keontae Kevin Lamont
Stuart, 20. of Toledo, was
arrested for criminal damaging in City Lot 2 after
allegedly breaking a rear
passenger side windshield
on a vehicle. He was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center.

6:05 P.M.
Daniel C. Loera, 36, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for criminal trespass and
disorderly conduct/unable to
care for self within the 400
block of S Grove St. He was
transported to the Wood
County Justice Center.

7:30 A.M.
Brett W. Riffner. 26, of
Bowling Green, was cited
for operating a vehicle
impaired, failure to stop after
an accident and a reasonable
control violation near South
Maple and West Wooster
streets.

FRI.. FEB. 17

8:08 A.M.
A juvenile was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
near East Wooster and
South Enterprise streets.

BLOTTER
THURS., FEB. 16

1:03 A.M.
Trent D. Ringle. 22, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 300 block of E.
Wooster St.
226 A.M.
Antonio L. Perfetto. 19. of
Knoxville. Tenn.. was cited
for underage under the
influence of alcohol within
the 100 block of N. Prospect
St.
235 A.M.
Steven M. Beeker. 48. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for disorderly conduct; and
Matthew R Thatcher, 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/fighting
within the 100 block of E.
Wooster St.

11:12 A.M.
A cell phone was reported
stolen within the 400 block
of S. Enterprise St. The
complainant said he called
the phone, and someone
answered, but the person
no longer answers later
calls. The complainant was
advised to cancel his phone
service.
4:27 P.M.
Andrew V Maskey. 22, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia: and Kyle R. Walters. 21.
of Bowling Green, was cited
for possession of marijuana
within the 400 block of E.
Court St.
7:24 P.M.
David Roberto Cano, 46, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal trespass and disorderly conduct while intoxicated within the 400 block of
S Main St.
11:47 P.M.
Spencer Douglas Berk, 21. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for obstructing official business and criminal trespass on
railroad tracks within the 400
block of S. Enterprise St. He
was transported to the Wood
County Justice Center.

SAT., FEB. 18
12:08 A.M.
Two individuals were reported to have been assaulted
near Ridge and Thurstin
streets. Four white males in
a red Chevrolet SUV were
reported to be the assailants,
but the vehicle left before
police units arrived.
12:41 AM.
Analicia Monique Cannon,
18. of Northwood. Ohio; and
Kanesha Marie FitzpatrickMorgan, 21, of Toledo,
were both cited for open
container of alcohol within
the 200 block of N. Church
St. Cannon was also cited
for underage possession of
alcohol.
1:04 A.M.
Kendall S. Meyers, 22, of
Bowling Green; and Amber
Lynn Jagodzinski, 22. of
Toledo, were both cited for
disorderly conduct/public
urination in City Lot 4.
1:08 A.M.
James G. Johnson. 22. of
Maumee. Ohio, was arrested
for trespass and disorderly
conduct/public urination
within the 100 block of N.
Main St. He was lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.
1:43 A.M.
William T Gandert. 18. of
Mansfield. Ohio, was arrested for prohibited acts/altered
ID and underage under the
influence of alcohol within
the 200 block of N. Main St.
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
1:46 A.M.
Thomas Ignacio Pinner. 18.
of Parma. Ohio, was cited
for underage under the influence and disorderly conduct
within the 900 block of W.
Wooster St.
1:50 A.M.
Eric Kenneth Murawski, 21. of
Livonia. Mich., was cited for
criminal damaging within the
100 block of N. Main St.

2:01 A.M.
Dasiel S Rey Cruz, 20. of
Sylvania, Ohio, was cited for
underage under the influence of alcohol within the
100 block of N. Main St.
2:03 A.M.
Kelly Ann Buser. 20, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for disorderly conduct with
persistence, underage under
the influence of alcohol and
possession of marijuana; and
Jesse David Patterson, 25, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
on a pre-existing warrant,
resisting arrest, escape, possession of cocaine, tampering with evidence and illegal
conveyance of drugs into a
detention facility in City Lot
1. They were both lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.
2:54 A.M.
Rayvon Johnson, 30, of
Cucamonga. Calif., was cited
for disorderly conduct/public
urination within the 1600
block of E. Wooster St.
3:44 A.M.
An unknown person broke
out a driver side rear window
of a vehicle sometime overnight near North Grove and
Clay streets. The damage is
estimated at $200.
7:24 P.M.
A white semi-truck allegedly hit the overhang at Best
Western Hotel and drove
east toward 1-75 without
stopping. The driver was not
seen and the license plates
were unknown.

10:45 P.M.
Samantha N Scott. 20, of
Port Clinton. Ohio, was cited
for nuisance patty; Caitlyn
M. Ferrell. 20, of Bowling
Green was cited for underage under the influence of
alcohol; and Evan PA. Pratt.
19. of Bowling Green, was
cited for underage possession of alcohol within the
600 block of Elm St.
11:31 P.M.
Johnnie Pacheco was
arrested on a Bowling Green
Police Division warrant for
contempt/failure to appear
in court within the 100 block
of N. Prospect St. Personal
information for Pacheco was
not listed.

SUN, FEB. 19
12:21 A.M.
Jonathan K. Crosby. 19, of
Toledo, was cited for possession of marijuana within the
200 block of N Church St.
12:16 A.M.
Chasity Latrece La She
Ballard. 21, of Fargo, N.D.,
was arrested for disorderly
conduct/unable to care for
self within the 1500 block
of E. Wooster St. She was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
12:46 A.M.
John Michael Fields. 19. of
Hicksville. Ohio, was cited
for underage possession and
open container of alcohol;
and Dylan Jack Marino. 20.
of Bryan. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol in
a moving vehicle and underage possession of alcohol in
City Lot 1.

9:54 P.M.
Jason L. Sanders, 25. of
Toledo, was cited for open
container in a moving vehicle
within the 1600 block of E.
Wooster St.
10:29 P.M.
Spencer A. Miller, 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia within the
200 block of S. Mercer Road.

12:50 A.M.
Lauren E Norbeck. 19, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
underage under the influence of alcohol within the
100 block of E. Wooster St.
12:53 A.M.
Patrick A Rediger. 21. of
Toledo, was cited for operating a vehicle impaired
within the 800 block of E.
Napoleon Road.

Party at Clazel
and Win Some
Awesome Prizes from:
•The Tanning Cunter
^Campus Pollyeyes
•The Cookie Jar

1.23 A.M.
Justin S. Stennett. 54, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for criminal mischief within
the 800 block of S. Main St.
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
1:55 A.M.
Ernest Eugene Millines. 26.
of Atlanta. Ga.. was arrested
for aggravated assault within
the 1600 block of E. Wooster
St. He allegedly tried to stab
an individual with a knife and
was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
1:56 A.M.
Alicia M. Lopez. 22. of
Toledo, was cited for assault;
and Patricia Ann Cardenas.
45. of Bowling Green, was
cited for disorderly conduct
within the 100 block of E
Wooster St.
2:34 A.M.
Dylan J. Baker. 20. of
Bowling Green; and Vincent
D. Velotta, 20. of Mentor.
Ohio, were both cited for
underage under the influence of alcohol and disorderly conduct/fighting within
the 100 block of N. Main St.
Baker was also cited for prohibited acts.
2:46 A.M.
Zachary Geard Botjer. 22. of
Deshler. Ohio, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
near Clough and Troup
streets.
3:04 A.M.
Cody A. Kinney. 19; and
Alison M. Lute. 21, both of
Norwalk. Ohio, were cited
for disorderly conduct within
the 1700 block of E. Wooster
St
[\ ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom lor the
^0 complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

James R. Weinandy
Bankruptcy Attorney

NOW PET FRIENDLY
RECENTLY REMODELED

J&Efil *ffi§L<*'

334 N. Main St

?// GREENBRIAR, INC.
Close to Downtown

Starting at
$695/mo + utilities
CALL FOR DETAILS
419-352-0717

3 Bedroom Apartments
Plus large 3 bedroom basement unit

• Experienced
• Free initial consultation
• Payment plans considered
I help people hie for bankruptcy. I am a debt relief agency.

419-354-1244
441 Frazee Ave. Bowling Green
I MEW CUSTOMERS

2 Full Bath • Microwave
Dishwasher • Garbage Disposal
Furnished'Laundry on Site
Plenty of Parking
* Additional charges apply for pets

Gwuna
CenterQ
new Lower Prices!
Use your package at any location

www.greenbriarrentals.com

!
1WEEK
; FREE TANNING
tavUNtf

LOTIONS
— UP TO—

40% OFF
EVERYDAY

• Hair Cuts • Waxing • Foil Weaving
• Beach Waves • Hair Extensions
We accept Visa!

141 W. Wooster Street | 419-354-8533
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WINTER
From Page 1
with the American Red Cross
"Fire and Ice" event.
"The Fire and Ice event is a
great way to honor those who
put themselves in harm's
way for the community." said
lason Copsey, communications officer for the American
Red Cross.
The University's Red Cross
Club was also involved in
the event.
"The Red Cross Club helps
to make sure the event runs
smoothly," said Don Eberle,
faculty advisor to the Red
Cross Club. "We help set up,
and we run the coat check,
50/50 raffle and take tickets
at the door."
The Red Cross Club
wasn't the only University
organization involved in
this year's Winterfest. The
University's Ice Arena also
had several events that
were part of Winterfest,
including four public skate
events and a curling tournament.
"Winterfest helps the ice
arena keep a good relationship with the city's community, as well as the University's,"
said lamie Baringer, director
for the University Ice Arena.
Baringer said the ice

arena is a very important
part of Winterfest because
of the focus on ice-based
sports. The arena also hosted a pancake breakfast on
Saturday morning as well
as a skating exhibition on
Saturday evening.
The city's Art Slam
Gallery was also a part of
Winterfest, exhibiting the
art of students, graduates
and local artists alike, as
well as performances by
live local musicians and
the "Polarpalooza" alternative fashion show, which
showcased winter fashions
designed by a local citizen.
Beth Genson, Gallery
host, said that it was good
to expose the community to
the arts, as well as introduce
local artists to each other.
The idea of Winterfest
was sparked by a conversation with 1984 Olympic gold
medalist Scott Hamilton,
who had been thinking
about a Bowling Green fundraising event, according
to the Winterfest website
http://www.winterfestbg.
com/about.
"We decided to take a listless winter weekend in northern Ohio and turn it around
into a lively celebration made
up of a host of cool events."
according to the website.
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MOUYMCFAD0IN I THE K NEWS
RITA (left) and Randy Phipps came to skate because their son didn't nave to travel to play hockey.

MOUYMCFADDIN i tWBGWilW
WINTERFEST included events at the University Ice Arena. The variety ol events ranged from public skating and curling, to youth hockey games, bringing community
members to campus

""'ST***0*
.Carports
.Air Conditioning

.Gareage Disposals

Check out our website

www.meccabg.com

r^--MOUY MCFUDOIN

1 HE Bb NEW,

RAH DY BENNETT is a surteakt artist who has been doing d paring for 40 years and s now

see us on Facebook
i-T.M..Ej^LrfV>/m. 1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH

Management Inc.

4193535300

starting to eipenment with mwd meda You can look at hs work at www.randyabennett.com.
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Start Dates:
1 i> \

RATES AS LOW AS $280!
-INDIVIDUAL LEASES
- FURNISHED 4 UNFURNISHED AVAIL.
- 4 BEDROOM 4 BATHROOMS
- HDTV S IN ALL FURNISHED UNITS
■ FREE HIGH SPEED INTERNET
•FREE TANNING
•FREE PARKING
•PRIVATE SHUTTLE
- PRIVATE FITNESS CENTER
• FULL SIZE WASHER ft DRYER
•SWIMMING POOL
■ YEAR ROUND HOT TUB
• BASKETBALL ft VOLLEYBALL
■AND MUCH MORE..

3,9, AND 12
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March
March
March
March
April
April
April

12
12
13
15
2
4
6

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Questions?
Call the
Registration Hotline:
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

419-372-4444
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Office of Registration and Records

You can acce*A everything that you need, including
tutoriaU, via the "Student Canter" at the MyBCSU portal.

u

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What should the University showcase for Presidents Day?
"Learning
Commons
because it's a
good too! for

"The Union
because it's
social"

"Offenhauer
because it's
convenient."

»VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Haw your own take on
todays People On Tlie

AKIRA FOWLER

Street? Or a suggestion fa

Freshman.
Undecided

ique'fioo?Giv6iisyour

An open letter toad
graduate students
I'm writing to petition all
graduate students to consider applying for the graduate student representative
position to the BGSU Board
of Trustees.
The last few years have
been a bit of a roller coaster
for graduate students and
we're looking for a strong
rep. Also, if you're an undergraduate and you know of a
grad who fits the description

of *...*«

ii MAN,
THAT REALLY

BUSTS MY
CHOPS, MAN

with representing graduate student concerns to the
Board and working in unison with the undergraduate trustee on behalf of all
BGSU students.
The graduate trustee
position is not only a great
"CV builder," but also an
opportunity for dedicated
graduate students, inside
and outside of GSS, to
develop strong leadership
skills and to discover more
about how institutional
governance works at a large

below, let him or her know.
After all, this is an issue
that matters to all of us since
the Graduate Student Senate
rep works closely with the
Undergraduate
Student
Government rep to represent all students on campus.
The Graduate Student
Senate is actively searching
for a graduate student representative to the BGSU Board
of Trustees.
As one of two student
trustees, the graduate student trustee is charged

Success depends on
recognizing our faults

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100WORD RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.
Am I the only one who's pretty irritated that we have to come to classes
on Presidents Day' I feel like this is just the University's way of putting
us on exhibit and parading poor high school students around like cattle.
Man. I could really just use a day off.
-ONDISPLAY
To the girls at the Rec who get dolled out before hitting elliptical
machines, who are you trying to impress? If you plan on sweating, which
you should seeing as how you're at the Rec. you're just going to look like a
mess anyhow. No one looks pretty working Don't waste your time
-HOT. SWEATY MESS
I have drank before, but I've never been violent. What is it that turns
people into absolute animals when they become intoxicated? Seriously,
control yourself. This weekend I saw girls slap guys and guys punch
dudes, all due to alcohol consumption.
-DANGEROUS DRUNKS
So I was enjoying my time in the pool today, when out of my peripherals,
I could see a young couple kissing. At fust. I was like "All right, they're
young and happy, let them be." but after 20 minutes, the couple continued macking on each other's faces. If you can't control your hormones,
don't go out in public. Especially not a public pool where children are
piesent.
-PDA IN THE POOL
If you're a guest at someone else's party don't go digging through their
cupboards I had some kids raid my roommates' stuff and consume a
good amount of food. Seriously, have some respect. I'm paying for the
party, the least you could do is not invade our stuff.
-HUNGRY. HUNGRY HIPPOS

He was born in Davenport,
Iowa in 1903, the youngest of three children in a
white middle-class family. His full name was Leon
Bismarck Beiderbecke, but
was always known by the
abbreviated version of his
middle name: Bix.
His mother played
the organ at the local
Presbyterian Church and
young Bix seemed to have
a gift for musk. He began
playing the piano at an early
age and his mother seems to
have encouraged him.
But Bix had a wild streak.
At about age 10, he began to
visit the waterfront to play
the calliopes on the riverboats, rather than returning
home for dinner.
Bix's
older brother
returned after World War I
bringing a phonograph and
some jazz records.
Bix became entranced
with jazz. He taught himself to play coronet and
listened to music from the
Mississippi riverboats.
In high school, Bix would
sit in and play with several
bands, which caused problems with the local musi-

cians union.
In an attempt to earn a
union card, he was given
a sight-reading test, but
failed. I le never did receive
a union card.
Bix was never a star student and his parents decided to enroll him in a college prep school in North
Chicago in an unsuccessful
attempt to set him on the
right path. But Bix went to
Chicago at every opportunity to listen to jazz bands.
In a letter to his brother, Bix
wrote, "I'd go to hell to listen
to a band."
Bix and the prep school
didn't mesh well.
He formed a band and
almost immediately got in
trouble for drinking and
violating curfew. After being
expelled, he returned to
Davenport, but soon left to
pursue a career in music.
In 1923, he joined a band
named the Wolverines
and played in Ohio and
in Indiana, where some
recordings were made. Bix
was acquiring a reputation
as a first-class coronet player
who couldn't sight-read, but
who could drink.
Eventually, Bix landed a
plum gig: playing with the
Paul Whiteman orchestra,
considered one of the best
See PHIL | Page 6

public institution.
All graduate students
should please consider
applying.
You can find more information and the application on the GSS website at
https://sites.google.com/
site/bgsugss/home.
Applications are due
Friday, Feb. 24 to the GSS
office.

—JeffLaRocque
jlarocq@bgsu.edu

Surprises are some of
the mysteries of life

Surprises. You either love
them or hate them.
Whether it's a surprise
birthday party starring all
your closest friends and then
some or an angry red "F"
topping a paper where you
were sure an "A" was supposed to be, these moments
have the ability to change
the course of your day.
Good, or bad, surprises are
what you make of them.
Saturday night I confined
myself to my sweats and
made a date with laundry
and homework.
My boyfriend, who lives
about two hours away, called
and asked where 1 was. I was
in the midst of answering
Tyler in the hallway of my
dorm when I looked up and
saw him grinning by the elevator, cell phone in hand.
Needless to say, this was
a very good surprise and I
was rendered speechless for
quite a period of time.
I spent the night congratulating him on his achievement and he rallied back
describing my reaction back
tome.
Apparently my smile was
rather bright once I remembered to pick my jaw up off

the floor.
But like I said, not all surprises are good. Death of a
loved one, for example, is
probably the worst surprise.
That feeling of hopelessness and dread that follows
a passing is a sensation I
wouldn't wish on anybody,
but everybody is sure to
experience at least once in
their lives.
When we push back our
covers and begin our day,
we have no idea the surprises that await us. Our days
might start in blustery Ohio
and end in sunny South
Carolina.
We might meet someone amazingly interesting
or someone who challenges our patience and
our kindness.
We just don't know what
will happen to us.
Some might argue this
ambiguity that life is so
gocd at is perhaps just a
tad bit frightening. We pay
economic forecasters and
self-proclaimed psychics to
tell us what to hope and
prepare for.
We check the weather to
determine our outfit choices, the news to determine
who our enemies are, and
our email to determine the
busyness of our day.
TARA

Affordable birth control is a legislative issue, not an attack on Catholics

The current debate about contraception and the Catholic
church is getting out of hand. I
cannot be quiet anymore.
I am so tired of hearing that
giving all women affordable
access to birth control is an
attack on religious freedom.
First, and most obviously,
health care reform is not a
religious issue. It is a legisla-

tive issue.
Whether or not you agree
with President Obama's
belief that all people should
be provided with affordable
health care, it is clear that we
are talking about laws, not
religion.
Not only are we talking
about legislation, over which
the church is never meant to
have influence, we are talking about women's health
and rights — also not a religious issue.
I would also like to point
out the absolute madness of

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

the idea that providing affordable contraceptives to women
is not a women's health issue,
but rather an attack on the
church which forces it to pay
for things it disagrees with.
I am 100 percent sure that
President Obama did not
wake up one day and decide
to force Catholic institutions
to pay for contraceptives
against their will. That is an
absolutely ridiculous notion,
not to mention self-victimization at its finest.
Several bishops have said
they will not comply with

AUSSA W1DMAN, MANAGING EDITOR
MAX FIIBY, NEWS EDITOR

this new rule because it is in
direct violation of the First
Amendment.
The First Amendment says
that the government will
not prefer one religion over
another, nor will it respect the
establishment of religion, nor
will it prevent the free exercise
of religion. I understand that
the issue is with the free exercise of the religion.
The new law does not prevent anyone from practicing Catholicism and all the
things that come along with
that Nobody is forcing the

"Not only are we talking about legislation,
over which the church is never meant
to have influence, we are talking about
women's health and rights..."
Catholics that practice or
work in religious institutions
to take oral contraceptives.
Catholic institutions do not
employ exclusively Catholic
people.
How can it be okay for
these institutions to deny
non-Catholic women access

to birth control?
Not everyone practices
Catholicism, or religion at all,
for that matter.
As a matter of fact, if the
Catholic church has educatSee JESSICA | Page 6
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Portion of Black Swamp Reserve to become park
ByS.thW.b~
Reporter

Besides being a place for the
city to store storm water, the
more than 65 acres of the Black
Swamp Reserve will also be
turned into a public park.
At the end of April, residents of
Bowling Green are welcome
to help plant about 4,000 tree
seeds for the park.
In April 2003, Bowling
Green bought about 12.6
acres of the Black Swamp
Reserve, which is made up of
wetlands.
"It's a good example of
what the Black Swamp would
have seemed like Ibefore it
was drained]," said Michelle
Grigore, director of Parks and
Recreation for the city.
Thelandcostthecity$75,000
and was originally purchased
to store storm water, Grigore
said. The reason for this is
that the city cannot let storm
water and sewage water drain
into its water treatment facility together, because it would
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soiling for not acting on the
proposed resolution.
"I like that students are
passionate about this, but
I'm not sure if this is the
right forum to do this,"
said senior and First Ward
incumbent Daniel Gordon.
This is not the place to
start a movement; they
would have to speak directly to Congress if they want
the law changed, Gordon
said.
If the council believes
they'll have no effect on
the law, the argument is
moot because the law has
already been banned in
Northhampton,
Maine,
lohnson said.
Similar acts are currently going through the
Washington, Virginia and
Rhode Island legislatures to
strike down that part of the
NDAA, he said.
Other officials agreed
PANDAA approached the
issue the wrong way.
In an email directed to
/.in I,u di in i. other city council members and lohnson,
Mayor Richard Edwards
said, "It is unfortunate that
some students either missed
taking Government 160 or
have forgotten the basic
framework of our national
government. But it is our
'role' in some respects to
help them understand how
government works (local,
state, federal) and how they
might best and most appropriately redirect their voices.
I applaud your forthrightness and your willingness
to help the students in the
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enhance the celebration of
Black History Month, which
she said is typically too narrowly appreciated.
"There aren't really a lot of
activities to celebrate this history, other than Martin Luther
King," Mensah said. "To me
it's really important to remember that the African American
experience is not just one
experience; there's so many
things that go into it... It's not
just a black experience - it's an
American experience."
Submissions will be judged
chiefly on their quality and
creativity, Mensah said, and
can be submitted to the
Learning Commons website at http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/learning commons/
page97689.html. Submissions
will be accepted until March
1 and the winner will be
announced on the Learning
Commons' Facebook page,
BGSU Learning Commons,
no later than March 12. For
more information, Mensah
invites students to contact her
at mmensah@bgsu.edu.

Plans for publication of
these works have not been
fully determined, though she
said the works are likely to
be posted to the learning
Commons website.
"There aren't really very
many outlets available for
people to submit this kind of
content," Mensah said. "So we
wanted to be able (o provide
that for students interested in
writing on these topics."
Apollo Nwauwa. University
Director of Africana Studies,
said in an email the contest is
a "welcome exercise" as part of
campus activities celebrating
Black History Month, describing it as "quite innovative in
providing student participants
with in-depth knowledge
about the contributions of
African-Americans, not only
to American society, but also
to the global community."
Nwauwa also said he hopes
to see the day when celebration of Africana peoples' contributions is formally integrated into the regular historical rhetoric of American
history rather than a separate
one-month event.
"Although, in my opinion,

"A black history month makes people
think that it's only for black people,
but it's not. It's really for anyone
that is American."
Kris Murray | Contestant

the recollection or celebration
of the contributions of AfricanAmericans should not be just a
one-month event," he said. "It
is still not a bad idea to use the
month of February to reflect
on African-American heritage
in America."
One
contestant
is
University business major
and freshman Kris Murray.
Murray submitted a poem
re-imagining Martin Luther
King Ir.'s speech, "I Have a
Dream," which he said imagines what might have been
King's nightmares: from slave
treatment and abuses during
the civil rights movement, to
struggles blacks continue to
face today.
Murray shares Nwuawa's
hopes that someday culture
will move beyond a onemonth acknowledgement
of African-American history

and instead discuss blacks'
contributions as a crucial
thread in the historical cloth.
"I think the problem with
havinga black history month is
that it makes peoplethink that
it is separate from American
history," he said. "A black history month makes people think
that it's only for black people,
but it's not. It's really for anyone that is American."
Murray said though his personal ethnic heritage played
a significant role in his decision to write his poem and get
involved in the contest, nonblack students should also feel
encouraged to contribute.
"I wouldn't say your personal background has any
significance," he said. "As long
as your conscious of the way
people are and the things that
have happened, that's really
enough for you to enter the
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learning process."
lohnson
forwarded
the email to members of
PANDAA to use as a rallying
point for Tuesday's meeting.
"So it seems like a rejection from council and an
insult from the mayor,"
lohnson said.
Edwards said he respects
the fact that the students are
sincere and genuine about
the topic, but this is not
something to be directed at
the local government.
The best approach would
be to contact Ohio senators
Sherrod Brown and Rob
Portman, he said.
As city officials, members
take an oath to uphold the
constitution and support
all laws, state and federal,
Edwards said.
This is just one small
aspect of an act that sets
defense spending for the
country, he said.
PANDAA plans to bring
between 100 and 150 students to Tuesday's meeting
in support of their cause,
regardless of city councils
actions.
lohnson said the group
is going to attack the issue
from different angles.
If council doesn't introduce the resolution, it won't
stop PANDAA, Johnson
said.
lohnson said the group
will discuss future strategies if the resolution doesn't
get introduced at council.
"Our message isn't so
much for the government
as it is for the American
people," lohnson said. "We
know you hate this law and
you can do something about
it; there is hope."

called a Combined Sewer
Overflow, Grigore said.
This has been a problem
with the city of Toledo, Grigore
said. It has had a record of not
separating storm water from
sewage water, and this caused
the sewage water to drain into
rivers that led to Lake Erie.
Because of this, Toledo has
faced quite a bit of fines.
Toledo has since taken
strides to keep CSOs from happening, such as the "Maywood
Project," according to the article "All that glitters is green" in
the Toledo Free Press.
"Using rain gardens, bioswales, porous pavement,
rain barrels and other green
infrastructure, the goal is to
reduce the amount of rainwater that enters into the city's
storm sewers and to improve
water quality," according to
the article.
By draining storm water
into the Black Swamp Reserve,
the city will be safe from the
fines of the EPA. The park will
officially open in 2015.
This is meant as an illustration of the Blad Swamp Reserve and rs not to scale.

f

For more information
about PANDAA,
contact nullifyndaa<*>
gmail.com.
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be fined by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Although the city of Bowling
Green wants to drain its storm
water into the Black Swamp
Reserve land it purchased, this
isn't possible. Because the land
bought is wetland, the city is
not able to legally drain storm
water there.
The city then turned to the
Wood County Park District.
The Park District bought 65.7
acres of the Black Swamp
Reserve, said Neil Munger,
director of the Wood County
Park District. The park area
is located west of Kenwood
Avenue and north of Augusta
Drive.
Since not all the land the
Park District bought is wetland, the Park District allowed
the city to drain its storm water
into the land purchased by the
county.
Before the storm water was
separated from sewage water,
when a large storm would
hit, the water treatment facility would overflow, which is
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in October 1930 because of his
inability to play a solo during a
live radio performance due to
alcohol impairment.
Bix once again returned to
Davenport in the fall of 1930
and attempted a comeback
the following February. But
in August 1931, he was found
dead in his New York City
apartment. The official verdict
was pneumonia, but alcoholism was a major contributor.
Bix was not yet 29 years old.
Bix's story is a classic tale
of an individual with extraordinary talents but who also
carried the seeds of his own
destruction.
He joins a
long line of celebrities, most
recently Whitney Houston,
who have had their lives or
talents cut short due to substance abuse.
The stress of being a celeb-
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bands in the country. For Bix.
it was an exhilarating new
world of learning and growing professionally. But it came
at a price. Constant touring
increased both his stress level
and his drinking. After suffering a collapse due to alcoholism, Bix returned to Davenport
in February 1929.
His parents never supported
h is musical career. Throughout
the years, Bix would send copies of his records to his parents.
While recovering at his parent's house, he discovered the
records in a closet, still in the
mailing envelopes, unopened
and unplayed.
After a year, Bix rejoined the
Whiteman band but was fired

rity no doubt played a part in
their downfall.
We all have talents, but
we also have flaws that can
impede or derail our success.
Our future depends not only
on those talents and abilities,
but also on a continued awareness and monitoring of our
hidden faults and defects, as
well as our ability to manage
stress.
Each August, the Bix
Beiderbecke
Memorial
Society holds a series of seminars, tours and concerts in
Davenport commemorating
his life and talents.
No doubt, Bix looks down on
these festivities, gratified and
happy. And sober.

Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com
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ed its women well enough,
should they not be able to
turn down the option of contraceptives on their own?
Does the church expect
women to immediately
start using birth control just
because it has become available to them?
Also, oral contraceptives
are used for more than just
birth control.
What if a non-Catholic
employee is afflicted with
cndometriosis? Should she
be forced to suffer with that,
instead of be provided with
a safe, affordable oral contraceptive that could make that
condition bearable?
Also, 1 will support the

on the church. In fact, it is not
about the church at all.
This is a step in the direction of women's equality. I
am tired of the "war on religion" rhetoric.
It is downright selfish and
irresponsible for the conservative religious right to rum
this milestone in women's
health and rights into some
kind of convoluted attack on
Catholics.
If you do not believe in contraception, do not use it. You
have a right to exercise your
religion that way.
You do not, however, have
the right to decide if non-religious women are provided
with the same option.

church in their decision to
refuse to follow this law when
it is put in place next year
when they stop taking in taxpayer money as more than
half of their annual income.
If the church and all its
institutions want to be so
autonomous, then stop taking taxpayer subsidies and
depend solely on the stewardship of its members.
If that were already the
case, then I could understand
the church being upset that
it had to spend its money on
insurance plans that provide
contraceptives. However,
that is not the case and it is
therefore not okay to refuse to
abide by a law which the government has put into place to
protect and help women.
Providing contraceptives
for women is not an attack

Respond to Jessica at
jessidz@falcon.bgsu.edu
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Falcons beat Akron, clinch share of MAC East
ByMich.l.Wy.ocki
Assistant Sports Editor
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ALEXIS ROGERS 8G forward, drives lo the hoop during BG's 62-52 agamsl the Bulls earlier this season

A win is a win, and this one came
on the road.
The women's basketball team
earned a 60-55 win on the road
against Akron Saturday night.
Coach Curt Miller said they
continue to hang their hat on
defense and rebounding, and this
time it was against one of the best
coached teams in the Midwest,
he said.
"Not the most talented teams win
games, it's about tough teams and
we are really showing how tough
we are," Miller said. "It would be a
lot easier on ourselves if we could
step up a little better offensively
throughout the game and certainly
in crunch time."
B(i took an early 7-4 lead, but
Akron responded with eight

straight points, and kept the lead
for most of the first half.
The Falcons' lead scorer Jessica
Slagle, along with Alexis Rogers,
scored to tie the game up at 28
going into the locker rooms.
"We were very fortunate to get
out of the first half tied, and 1 think
that was a big story," Miller said.
Slagle left the game with 15
points and five rebounds.
BG held the Zips to their secondlowest point total in 27 games, and
they lead the conference in scoring defense holding teams to just
under 55 points per game.
For the Zips, their offense was
fueled by an off the bench performance from Kacie Cassell, who
scored 15 points.
Unfortunately for Akron, the
Falcons' bench produced Saturday,
and Miller said he wished he could

have given them more minutes.
"I just thought every single
person that got in tonight really
contributed," Miller said. "I hope
that gives them a boost of confidence heading into these last
three games."
The game was reminiscent of a
tournament game, Miller said.
"In the long haul, with
dreams and aspirations of
regular season MAC East titles
and seeding purposes ... it was
a huge road win."
With the win. BG clinched at
least a Mid-American Conference
Fast divisional title, which will be
(he Falcons' eighth straight divisional title.
"It's unheard of," Miller said. "We
are really proud of that, but we're
greedy right now, we want the outright title."

BG gymnastics falls in
close meet to Pitt
By D.Hliol Siprr.l
Reporter

"We wanted them to
really fight back strong in

The BG gymnastics team overcame a rough start Saturday,
rallying to a season-high 48.25
balance beam score in the final
rotation in a loss to Pittsburgh,
194.05-192.325.
The Falcons started the meet
on the uneven bars, where the
team put together five hit routines for the second week in a
row. A pair of missed connections kept scores low. as Monica
Eaton's 9.6 led the rotation.
Vault proved to be an unlikely
struggle for the Falcons, as I.acey
S^words suffered a frightening
miscue when her hand missed
fhe vault'. Dawn Christman sat
down her vault later in the lineup before lamilah AH steadied
the team, recording a 9.775 to
earn a share of her third vault
title this season.
"I think they got a little frazzled
because we really haven't missed
on vault," said coach Kerrie
Beach. "Obviously there was a

the second half, and not
feel like the meet's over."
Kerrie Beach | BG Coach

moment that was a little scary,
but lamilah got us back on track,
which was good."
Beach refocused her team
at the halfway point, and the
Falcons were nearly flawless
on the last two events, despite
tight scoring.
All six BG gymnasts went
clean on the floor exercise, with
Danielle Wishart earning a
meet-winning 9.8 for a performance that Beach felt rivaled
Christman's 9.9 routine from this
past week.
"They went to floor and did
their usual great job there."
See GYM | Page 8

BG baseball team swept in
season-opening doubleheader
By The BG News Sports Staff

The BG baseball team started its
season off on a sour note, losing
both games it played.
In a Saturday doubleheader, the
Falcons lost to Kansas, 3-1, and
Saint Louis, 6-1.
The Falcons struggled offensively in both games, getting only
seven runners on base against the
Jayhawks, and reaching base nine
times against the Billikens.
Logan Walker was the Falcons'
most efficient hitter, combining to
go 4-for-B in the two games. Tyler
Wynn also had a strong weekend,
going 2-for-7 with a walk, an RBI
and a run scored.
The Falcons got on the board
first against Kansas, scoring in the
top of the fourth on an RBI single
by T.J. I.osby that drove in Wynn.
However,
the
Jayhawks
answered in the fifth inning with a
single run to tie the game, and went
ahead with two runs in the seventh
against BG reliever Ben Singer.
Cody Apthorpe took the mound
for BG to start the first game. He

Logan
Walker
Went 4-for-8 at the
plate in two games
for the Falcons

pitched well, despite some fits of
wildness. He gave up one run on
two hits in five innings. However,
he walked five batters, to go along
with four strikeouts.
In the second game, Saint
Louis scored immediately, getting two runs in the first against
BG starter Ethan Mckenney. He
ended up going four innin s,
allowing four runs on seven hits
and two walks.
Six different pitchers — Singer,
Nick Bruns, Patrick Martin, Trevor
Blaylock, Mart Malewitz and Jason
Link — pitched in relief for the
Falcons in the two games. Bruns,
Martin and Link each has scoreless outings.
The Falcons will be in action
next this weekend, as they head to
Stillwater, Okla. for a three-game
set against Oklahoma State.
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SCOTT THOMAS. BG (orward. hits one of his eight three-pointers during BG's 75-60 victory against Morehead State on Saturday evening.

Career night
Thomas' career-high 28 points, eight three-pointers lead BG to 73-60 win
Bv Ryan
RvanSatlrnwiaL
By
Satkowiak
Sports Editor

While Scott Thomas' night wasn't
quite one for the record books, it
was still one of the most impressive performances of his career.
Thomas scored a career-high 28
points — making a career-high
eight three-pointers — to help lead
the BG men's basketball team to a
73-60 win against Morehead State
on Saturday afternoon.

HOCKEY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Falcons play final home games
The BG hockey team plays its final home games
of the 2011-12 season this weekend, taking on
Michigan Friday and Saturday night Both games
are at7pm at the BGSU Ice Arena

Falcons clinch division title
Following its win against Akron,
the BG women's basketball team
clinched at least a share of the MAC
East title for the eighth straight year.

—.
,,. m.
Thomas
scored. —BG's
first nine
points — all coming on three
pointers — and made 6-of-lO
three-pointers in the first half. For
the game, he made 8-of-15 shots
from three-point distance, both
numbers falling one short of tying
a school record.
"It seems like once you make a
couple, the hoop starts getting a
little bigger," Thomas said. "So I
was able to get a good rhythm and
the guys found me. Our guards

i.a. .. #■.-■
I
were able
to find open shooters."
The sharpshooting didn't just
stop with Thomas. The Falcons
shot 57.1 percent as a team from
the field, and shot 53.8 percent
from three-point distance.
Jordon Crawford made 3-of4 three-points shots and added
12 assists, while Dee Brown was
3-for-5 shooting threes and had 19

See MEN'S | Page 8
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192, because I know their
mindset is that we're a
194 team and that's a big
step in itself, compared to
last year."
Looking forward to the
next three away competitions, Beach aims to help
her team master the difficult task of starting on
bars—the Falcons' weakest apparatus. Beach notes
the strong comeback in the
second half of the meet,
including the season-high
beam effort, as moving in a
positive direction.
"I guess reassuring is the
word," she said. "This team
certainly has a lot going
for it. The fact that they
did come together when
we went to floor and were
really there for each other
makes me hopeful that we
can get used to this road
rotation and do a better job
next week."
The
Falcons'
next
test comes from No. 16
Missouri, as BG travels to
face the Tigers on Friday.

GYM
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Beach said. "We wanted
them to really fight back
strong in the second
half, and not feel like the
meet's over."
With that encouragement in mind, the Falcons
went to beam and posted
a season-high score to cap
off the meet. AH added a
second event win of the
night, scoring 9.8 in the
anchor position.
Megan
Harrington
(9.725) and Megan Valentini
(9.65) also put up strong
routines and Harrington
finished second in the
all-around, scoring 38.55
across four events.
"They stayed confident and their beam
really looked beautiful,"
Beach said. "I was really,
really pleased with how
they ended the meet.
I'm happy when we walk
away disappointed with a
ABBIPARK I I« BO NEWS

MARC RODRIGUEZ BG forward, throws a cried on Northern Michigan defenseman Jake Baker during the Wildcats' 2-0 win against the Falcons earlier this season

BG hockey swept on the
road by No. 1 Ferris State
By Matt Ny.
Reporter

The BG hockey learn
couldn't get much going
this weekend against Ferris
State University.
The Bulldogs are ranked
No. 1 in the nation and
they played like it, outscoring the Falcons 9-2 in the
two-game series.
The first game started
with Ferris State coming
out and putting immense
pressure on BG goalie
Andrew Hammond. In
the period, the Bulldogs
outshot BG 12-4 with
Hammond making some
huge saves to keep the
game scoreless heading
into the second period.
The Bulldogs finally got
through Hammond at the

3:39 mark of the second
period when Matthew
Kirzingcr scored on a power-play goal. The goal came
after a scrum in front of
Hammond and he couldn't
corral the puck.
The third period started
quickly for the Bulldogs as
they added to their lead
within the first two minutes of the period. Garret
Thompson scored and
made the score 2-0 in the
third period.
Then with about 13 minutes left in regulation, the
Falcons finally scored.
Freshman Ted Pletsch put
the puck in the back of the
net after several shots were
attempted. The momentum was on BG's side, but
it didn't last very long.
The Bulldogs scored

three more goals in the
rest of the period to win
the game 5-1. The five
goals allowed are the most
they have allowed since
Dec. 8 against Western
Michigan.
The second game in the
weekend series started the
same as the first game as
there was good defense
played. BG outshot the
Bulldogs in the first period
6-5, but nothing went in
the net for either team.
Kirzinger received a
crisp pass from Jordie
Johnston and buried home
his second goal of the
series giving the Bulldogs
a 1-0 lead. The goal was
on a 5-on-3 man advantage. Later in the second
period, Ferris State went
on a 2-on-l odd man rush.

Corey Kane fired a wrist
shot past Hammond to
make the score 2-0 in the
second period.
With just under two minutes left in the second period the Falcons struck. Jake
Sloat fired a shot at the
net. It somehow found the
stick of Adam Berkle and
he buried home the shot.
The score was 2-1 heading
into the third period.
The Bulldogs responded
to the Falcons' pressure
and scored when Aaron
Schmit deflected a shot
past Hammond for the 3-1
lead. Ferris State added an
empty-net goal to make
the final score 4-1.
The loss drops BG to
9-20-5 overall and 4-18-4-3
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association.
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making the extra pass,"
said BG coach Louis Orr.
"We did a good job of
From Page 7
reversing the ball and getting wide open shots."
points.
However, things didn't
"We started knocking
down shots as they were start smoothly for BG. The
circling us in their zone, Falcons turned the ball
so our coaches told us to over on their first three
just keep shooting," Brown possessions of the game,
said. "I was surprised Ithat and saw themselves trailthey stayed in the zone], ing 9-3 just three and a half
but that's what they've minutes into the game.
done all year."
This caused Orr to call
Thomas noted that the a timeout, and Thomas
Eagles focused on shut- knocked down two threeting down the team's bigs pointers in the next mininside, which led to the • ute to tie the game. From
increased number of out- there, the Falcons seemside shots early. Because ingly could not miss.
of this, BG only had eight
"Making shots can be
points in the paint in the like Penicillin to the sick, it
first half.
can add a spark," Orr said.
The Falcons made a more "I don't know any player, or
concentrated effort to get any team that doesn't feed
the ball inside in the sec- off of making shots. So for
ond half, scoring 16 points us, the way we shot the ball
in the paint.
helped us."
BG also did a superb job
The
Falcons
will
of sharing the ball. The delve back into MidFalcons had 21 assists on American Conference play
28 made shots, led by 12 Wednesday, taking on Hast
helpers from Crawford.
Division-leading Akron on
"We did a good job of the road. Tipoff is schedswinging the ball and uled for 7 p.m.

MEN'S

@BGNewsSports

Catholic Services

VILLAGE

at 11:30 am & 5:15 pm
in the IVnion Multipurpose Room

Mass
at 7:00 am & 9-.00 pm
At St. Thomas More fniversity Parish

iions 10:30-5:15pm in Multi-purpose Room with Ft. Mike
Brought to you by St. Thomas More University Parish

APART
2012 • 2013

* Reduced Rates in 2012 *
* Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU*
* Pet friendly community *
* Heat included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

T=J

M

NTS

EXTRA, EXTRA"
RHQAUJBOUTIT!
$99 security
deposit for 2012
school year if lease
signed before
229.12
MUST SHOW COUPON TO
RECIEVF. DISCOUNT

419-352-6335

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST. FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

ii-fliih

II I I

■ ■■

<l'l I Woosloi Si
1
I 01 Mi .1 ,1
■'■ from f.n 11 Bell
Moodily lo I n.l.ry
H SO I" 5 iO S.HIIMI.IV
H 30 In 5 00
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloveiealestate.com

COURT
3 Bedroom Apartments
• Furnished
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
GREENBRIAR,
• Laundry on site
Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors
Greenbriar, Inc.

INC.

$49.00 Deposit
Per Person
•rettriflions apply

Starting at

$67S/month
fUW

Ki

(419) 352-0717

www.greenbnarrentals.com
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
TOM NEPOMUCENO t IMtBGNFWS

so that every tow, column
and every 3x3 box contains

JADE JOHNSON. 8G tennis player, returns a serve during BG's 7-0 victory against Chicago Slate earlier this season.

the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.

BG tennis team suffers third
straight loss, 5-2, to Louisville
By Nat* Doolin
Reporter

The Falcons came up
short Saturday inside the
Perrysburg Tennis Center
as they were defeated
by the Cardinals of the
University of Louisville,
5-2.
BG had a rough start out
of the gates in the doubles
portion of the contest, giving up all three matches.
Maddy Eccleston and
Emily Reuland nearly had
a come-from-behind victory dropping their match
within two games by a
score of 6-8. Teammates
Nikki Chiricosta and Mary
Hill were not far behind
the margins losing 4-8.
Katie Grubb and lade
Johnson would also post a
4-8 defeat.
"We were much closer
to them this year than we
were last year," said coach
Penny Dean. "I am happy

with the changes we made
with doubles and I thought
we still fought hard."
In singles play the
Falcons came alive, securing two out of the six win
opportunities.
Emily
Reuland celebrated her
20th birthday with a third
flight win. The victory puts
the sophomore with 30
wins on the year and an
overall 5-1 record in dual
matches.
Reuland gathered her
hard-earned three set win
scoring 7-5, 1-6, 1-0 (8).
Reuland did so by turning several potential forced
errors into scoring threats.
Reuland was accurate in
tracking down numerous
over the shoulder lobs
and putting them into
play, allowing her opponent to accumulate the
unforced errors.
Nikki Chiricosta also
generated great points on
her opponent by generally

keeping the ball in play
and allowing her foe to
make the mistake. Several
times pressure was applied
to Chiricosta at the end
of each set and executed
by pounding out points
of heavy hitting from the
baseline.
Composure and focus
led Chiricosta to stay in
the match, as her opponent had plenty of acrossthe-court winners. With
Saturday's win, Chiricosta
has 27 victories on the season and her overall record
dual matches at 5-1.
lessica Easdale nearly
had a victory in the sixth
flight, just giving up the
win in the third set scoring 4-6, 7-5, and 1-0 (2).
Flights two through five
saw improvement in the
second set win column
compared to the first and
ran out of time to establish
their rhythm.
"1 think overall we did

have a lot of good hustle
points and helped extended
into some good volleys,"
Dean said.
With today's loss the
Falcons still sit at .500 percent with a 3-3 record. The
Falcons will look to offset
their three-game losing
streak Saturday as they
hit the road to take on the
Vikings of Cleveland State
University.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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COLLEGE LIVING
1. Renter's insurance is for everyone: While you, your friends, and your
roommates may be responsible when it comes to various risks, you cannot
control those who live near you. Renter's insurance is affordable, readily
available, and a necessity when living close to others.
2. Safety first: Always be aware of your surroundings. Always lock your doors.
Always protect your valuables.
3. Be good to your neighbors, and they will be good to you: Responsible
neighbors recognize the value of looking out for each other, are mindful oj the
noise they create, and appreciate that if you do for me, I am going to do for you.
4. Know your financials: Living off campus means freedom and with that
freedom comes financial responsibility. Pay your cable, electric, and other
utilities on time to promote better relationships with your landlord and other
companies. Talk about a boost to your credit scores!
5. Know your environment: ,4 clean, damage-free apartment relates to
healthier living, a better chance of your deposit being returned in full, and
people will enjoy hanging out at your place knowing it's clean and safe.

MECCA meccabg.com g
Management Inc.

FREE
simple federal tax return.
(Federal Form 1040EZ)

WE ALSO OFFER:
Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking)

> 24 Hr Maintenance

Free High Speed Internet

>
>
>
>

Free Basic Cable
Free Resident Shuttle
Air Conditioning

Mecca has 100's of apartments & homes to choose from!

Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price . . .
FREE. You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2011 Federal
Form 1040EZ. For more information, please visit us at
hrblock.com/1040EZ. But hurry, the offer expires February 29, 2012.

3 Laundromats
2 Swimming Pools
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts
Free Water & Trash

Free DVD Library

I H&R BLOCK'
NEVER SETTLE FOR LESS"

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

rvp» of federal relum Wed <s based on taxpayer's personal situation and IRS ruMfsAetutalton,. form IMOfZ is generally uvM b. smfie/nsamed
tnpiytn witn taxable income under 5100,000. no dependent*, no itemued deductions, and certain types o* tncome |ir>cfud<r«j wages, salanes. tips,
taubfe M*K>Ijuntos c- fellowship e/ants, and unemployment compensation) fees apply wit". Famed Income C-ed'l and feu state returns Tupeyer m
meet MIS crtfria to use Form 1040E2 Ava*aMt at part«ipjtm| u.S locations Offer e.p<res February 29. 2012 O2011 MRB T« Group, inc.

APARTMENTS

Call today for an appointment.

Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11am-3pm

ONLY $49/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
200 S MAIN ST
Rear Entrance and Plenty ol Parking
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402
Phone: 419-382-9467

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
uuw.giTi'iibriairentals.coin

ONLY $49/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
Offer valid thru March 3,2012

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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TARA
From Page 4
It never stops.
I propose reminding
yourself exactly what a surprise entails. I'm not going
to throw the precise definition Webster provides, but I
am going to summarize it.
A surprise is an unexpected
event. That's it. There aren't
any loopholes or ways to
predict it.

lassitied Ads

419-372-6977
11w HG N*m will mil knowingly accept
advent** merit* thai discriminate, or
encourage di»c rUnination against any
Individual in group on the ha«k of race.
sex color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, oi on the basli of any other
legally proiecled status.
The IK i News reserves the right to decline.
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory.
larking in factual basis, misleading or
MM in MtUIC All advertisements are
subfect to editing and approval

Campus Events
Summer Job Fair
Thursday. March I, I1am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

So, let it go. Life, I've
learned, is ultimately good.
Sure, there a few rough
patches, hard days, and even
some tear-worthy moments
thrown in to test us, but we
get through it.
Your day and all the days
to follow will be saturated
in surprises.
That is a fact even the
most natural skeptics can't
seem to deny.
Some surprises will make
you cry. Some will make

you laugh. Some will break
up fragile friendships while
some will create glorious
new ones.
Some, like my surprise on
Saturday night, will make
your heart skip a beat and
awaken those happy butterflies in your stomach, and
those are the surprises you
always remember.

For Rent

For Rent

"houses S apts almost full 12-13.
321 E Merry. 5/6 BR. 6 allowed.
Also very close apts. rms & effic.
cartyrentals com Ml 9-353-0325

4BR houses, 2 car garage,
W/D, AC, 1yr lease,
avail May or Aug, $1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton,138 Williams
Call 419-654-9512.

1 & 2BR apts. close to campus,
ideal tor grad students.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.
1 BR apts. near campus.
Avail Fall 2011. $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

Help Wanted
'Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex, hrs, only
15-20 minutes trom BG. 90% of
past servers are trom BGSU!
Apply in person at:
465 W Oussel Dr Maumee. OH

2 BR apt, unfurn, half block from
BGSU. $550/mo. incl gas S utils.
Avail May 15, call 419-601-3108.

BG Apts - 818 S 822 2nd St,
2BR apts available May/August,
$490-S500/mo +utils. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

(419)893-2290

2BR upper apt w/ secluded deck,
646 Wallace Ave, S525/mo ♦utils.
Call 419-352-3139.

Domino's Pizza now hiring shift
runner, exp pref Apply In person
at 425 E Wooster St, BG.

2BR upper duplex apt. W/D. A/C
all appl. incl, S550/mo. yr lease.
$550 sec dep, call 419-352-7092

PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUN I
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs tun loving
counselors to teach all land,
adventure, & water sports
Call 888-844-8080 or
apply at campcedar.com

3 BR house for rent, includes
W/D, very close fo campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800.
3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College
$900/mo, inclds. gas. dep. req
Avail. 8/15/12. year lease
Call 419-601-3108

Seeking after-school & in-home
care for child in BG area. 3-6pm,
must have car. Call 419-806-6691
Wait staff at Dibenedetto's,
must work weekends.
Apply at 121 S Main after 4:30pm

5 BR, 2 Bath, requires 5 renters.
2000 sq ft, kitchen w/ appl.
w/d hookup. Avail Aug. 2012,
12mo Lease, S1250/mo.
Call Anne at 419-722-1371
or e-mail: aricketts@woh.rr.com
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1150/mo.
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease.
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584.

2BR house - nice! Near campus,
Avail Fall, S750/mo.
Call 419-352-5882.

Effic apt, halt block trom BGSU,
S300/mo includes electric & gas.
Dep. req. avail Aug 15, yr lease.
Call 419-601-3108.
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
Now leasing tor 2012-2013 s.y.
1 & 2 BR apts. S375-$650/mo
Call 419-3546036 for more info!
HOUSES close to campus!
May 2012-2013, 2 Orchard, 3BR.
1/2 block from campus, $950/mo.
Call 419-352-6064 or
www.froboserentals.com

t a 2 Bedroom Apartment!
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patloi Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www.varsitysquareaptt. com

Special Notices
Bartending, up to $300/day.
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.

311 Ridge - Nice 3 BR home,
available Fall 2012.
Call 419-352-5882
3BR houses on Troupe avail.
5BR houses on Summit & College
Call 419-308-0736 for more info.

3BR. 2000 sq ft home, W/D,
4 blcks from BGSU, 12 mo lease,
Aug to Aug, $1100/mo + utils.
Call 419-601-0044 for more info.
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,Mr. Frog is at it again In...

.'The Frog and 1he Rain

a Backyard Mystery

.

Se K Construction
6-Bedrooms
3-Bathrooms
Laundry
Dishwasher
Open Floor Plan
HardwoodTile Flooring
Pool Table
Free Intemel
•Free??" flat screen TV
-if lease signed by Feb.2°
419-308-2456

•

Available at Ben Franklin
,
t Visit: www.backyardmystery.com for more • .
* » . » » • • ,Backyard Mystery Fun!! • # » t * 4 » t
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ACROSS
1 Fashionable
5 _ Blanc, the Alps' highest peak
9 Wintry mess
14 Prolonged unconsciousness
15 Confess openly
16 Like horror film music
17 Practice boxing
18 Luke Skywalker, e.g.
19 Postal service symbol
20 DUCK
23 The NFL's Cowboys
25 Energy
26 Snake's warning
27 "Can _ honest with you?"
28 2011 World Series champs, on
scoreboards
30 Rogue
32 Ring loudly
34 "Othello" villain
37 Fits ol ange41 CRANE
44 Actor Davis

1 IV amounts
2 "_onPop": Dr. Seuss
3 "Lay it on me!"
4 Christmas song
5 Like the Grand Canyon
6 Higher than
7 All-nighter pill
8 Bale binder
9 Reel from a blow to the
head
10 Wife of Jacob
11 Involuntary impulses
42 Abstain from alcohol
12 Eliot's "_Marner"
43 Canines metaphori13 Obeys
cally exchanged (or
21 Used to be
something desired
22 Upper-left PC key
48 Prohibit
23 Tippler, for short
50Goo(
24 Helps with a heist
52 Norn de _: pen name]
29 Actor Bert (see
53 Solitary man
70-Across)
54 Hollywood award
31 Carvey or Delany
56 Grecian urn poet
33 Explorer Ericson
57 Cosmetics giant
35 Moo _ gai pan
Lauder
36 The "O" in SRO
59 Lesser of two _
38 "Time to move on"
61 French franc suc39 Money-saving, in
cessor
product names
62 Deli counter call
40 Downhill racer
66 One of the Stooges
67 Picnic undesirableiarlJ

45_-poly
46 Yours, to Yves
47 Presidents' Day mo.
49 "_-haw!"
51 Any nonzero number divided
by itself
52 Arafat's org. until 2004
55 Remove, with "off"
58 'Key Largo" 54-Down winner
Claire
60 QUAIL
63 Not shortened, as a film
64 Suit to _
65 "Joy of Cooking" wnter
Rombauer
68 Stiller's comedy partner
69 i Phone message
70 Cowardly film beast played by
29-Down
71 Swashbuckler Flynn
72 Brother of Cain and Abel
73 "Ignore that editing change'
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Must see! 4BR. 2 bth apt / 3BR.
1 bth apt,newer carpet, small pets
ok. Call 216-337-6010

3BR apt. near campus/downtown.
Avail Fall. S800/mo, utils. incl
Call 419-352-5882

For Rent

brought to you by
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Respond to Tara at
thenews@bgnews.com

1 BR Studio apt,
all utilities paid. $400mo
322 E Court St, #1
Call 419-352-8917
www.BGApartments.com

20112-13 S.Y. Leases:
3BR house. W/D. central air,
dishwasher, S700/mo.
Avail May 15.2012.
2 upper apis in house w/ shared
bath, $275/mo & $350/mo.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info!
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BioLit

419.425.8680
1789 E. MELR0SE AVE
FINDLAY, OH 45840
BIOLIFEPLASMA.

GO TO GYM. □
EAT HEALTHY.
SAVE A LIFE, btf

DECEIVE UP'

$220
IN A MONTHS

FINALLY, A RESOLUTION
YOU WANT TO KEEP.
10H HI W O0NOHS OR I'M VIU1IS

IICINUHS WHO HAVI III 00NAI10 IN
SIXMONIIir. OHMORI
'■'

I

BI0LIFEPLASMA.COM!

